
Appendix A
Relevant Holdings about Art Therapy in the Indiana University Library system

(Short List, for a full listing with bibliographic information, please refer to IUCAT search service)

Author Title
Abraham, Ruth, 1943- When words have lost their meaning [electronic resource] : Alzheimer's patients 
American Art Therapy Association Art therapy : journal of the American Art Therapy Association 

Anderson, Frances E. (Frances Elisabeth), 1941- Art for all the children : approaches to art therapy for children with disabilities 

Anderson, Frances E. (Frances Elisabeth), 1941- Art for the handicapped 
Anderson, Frances E. (Frances Elisabeth), 1941- Art-centered education and therapy for children with disabilities 

Arrington, Doris Banowsky Art, angst, and trauma : right brain interventions with developmental issues 

Barraclough, Jennifer Enhancing cancer care : complementary therapy and support 

Barth, Robert J The use of art therapy in marital and sex therapy 
Bertman, Sandra L Grief and the healing arts : creativity as therapy 
Betts, Donna J Creative arts therapies approaches in adoption and foster care : contemporary 

strategies for working with individuals and families 

Brooke, Stephanie L Art therapy with sexual abuse survivors 
Brooke, Stephanie L Creative arts therapies manual : a guide to the history, theoretical approaches, 

assessment, and work with special populations of art, play, dance, music, drama, and 
poetry therapies 

Brooke, Stephanie L The creative therapies and eating disorders 
Brooke, Stephanie L The use of the creative therapies with sexual abuse survivors 

Buchalter, Susan I. (Susan Irene), 1955- A practical art therapy [electronic resource] 



  Art  

Bush, Janet The handbook of school art therapy : introducing art therapy into a school system 

Camilleri, Vanessa A., 1973- Healing the inner city child [electronic resource] : creative arts therapies with at-risk 
youth 

Campbell, Jean Creative art in groupwork 
Cane, Florence, 1882-1952 The artist in each of us 
Carey, Lois J Expressive and creative arts methods for trauma survivors [electronic resource] 

Case, Caroline, 1948- Working with children in art therapy 
Cattanach, Ann Process in the arts therapies 
Clift, Stephen Arts and health [electronic resource] 
Coleman, Victoria D Art therapy and psychotherapy : blending two therapeutic approaches 

Corsini, Raymond J Handbook of innovative therapy 
Dalley, Tessa Images of art therapy : new developments in theory and practice 

Darley, Suzanne The expressive arts activity book : a resource for professionals 

Edwards, David Edwards, David Art therapy  therapy
Eli Lilly and Company Lilly Oncology on canvas : expressions of a woman's cancer journey 

Evans, Kathy, 1948- Art therapy with children on the autistic spectrum : beyond words 

Farrelly-Hansen, Mimi, 1946- Spirituality and art therapy : living the connection 

Fausek, Diane A practical guide to art therapy groups 
Feder, Bernard The art and science of evaluation in the arts therapies : how do you know what's 

working? 
Feder, Elaine The expressive arts therapies 
Ferrara, Nadia, 1967- Healing through art : ritualized space and Cree identity 

Fleshman, Bob, 1930- The arts in therapy 



Flowers, Toni The artistic autistic : a sensory approach to art for children with autism and their 
friends without 

Fryrear, Jerry L Photo art therapy : a Jungian perspective 
Fürrer, P. J. (Pamela J.) Art therapy activities : a practical guide for teachers, therapists and parents 

Furth, Gregg M The secret world of drawings : healing through art 

Garrett, Caroline A A therapeutic art session with rape victims 
Gilroy, Andrea, 1949- Art therapy, research and evidence based practice [electronic resource] 

Gilroy, Andrea, 1949- The changing shape of art therapy : new developments in theory and practice 

Grainger, Roger Researching the arts therapies : a dramatherapist's perspective 

Gussak, David The work of the art therapist : an interactionist perspective 

Halprin, Daria The Expressive body in life, art, and therapy [electronic resource] : working with 
movement, metaphor, and meaning 

Hanes, Kathleen Mileski Art therapy and group work : an annotated bibliography 

Harris, Pat A child's story : recovering through creativity 
Hass-Cohen, Noah Art therapy and clinical neuroscience 
Henley, David (David R.) Clayworks in art therapy [electronic resource] : plying the sacred circle 

Henley, David R Exceptional children, exceptional art : teaching art to special needs 

Hieb, Marianne, 1946- Inner journeying through art-journaling [electronic resource] : learning to see and 
record your life as a work of art 

Hinz, Lisa D Drawing from within [electronic resource] : using art to treat eating disorders 



    in  care    

Hiscox, Anna R Tapestry of cultural issues in art therapy [electronic resource] 

Hogan, Susan Gender issues in art therapy [electronic resource] 
Hogan, Susan, 1961- Feminist approaches to art therapy [electronic resource] 

Hogan, Susan, 1961- Healing arts : the history of art therapy 
Horovitz, Ellen G Spiritual art therapy : an alternate path 
Innes, Anthea Healing arts therapies and person-centered dementia care [electronic resource] 

International journal of art therapy (Online) International journal of art therapy [electronic resource] Inscape 

Kaplan, Frances Art therapy and social action [electronic resource] 

Kaplan, Frances Art, science and art therapy : repainting the picture 

Kaufman, Bobbie, 1940- Casualties of childhood : a developmental perspective on sexual abuse using 
projective drawings 

Kaye, Charles Kaye, Charles The arts in health care : a palette of possibilities The arts health : a palette of possibilities
Kelley, Susan J The use of art therapy with sexually abused children 

Kellman, Julia, 1943-  Autism, art, and children : the stories we draw 
Kellman, Julia, 1943- Autism, art, and children [electronic resource] : the stories we draw 

Kerr, Christine, Ph.D Family art therapy : foundations of theory and practice 

Killick, Katherine Art, psychotherapy, and psychosis [electronic resource] 

Knill, Paolo J Principles and practice of expressive arts therapy [electronic resource] : towards a 
therapeutic aesthetics 



Levine   thematic

Kramer, Edith Art therapy in a children's community : a study of the function of art therapy in the 
treatment program of Wiltwyck School for Boys 

Kramer, Edith Childhood and art therapy : notes on theory and application 

Kwiatkowska, Hanna Yaxa Family therapy and evaluation through art 
Landgarten, Helen B Clinical art therapy : a comprehensive guide 
Landgarten, Helen B Family art psychotherapy : a clinical guide and casebook 

Le Navenec, Carole-Lynne Creating connections between nursing care and the creative arts therapies : 
expanding the concept of holistic care 

Levick, Myra See what I'm saying : what children tell us through their art 

Levick, Myra F They could not talk and so they drew--children's styles of coping and thinking 

Levine, Stephen K Foundations of expressive arts therapy : theoretical and clinical perspectives 

Levine-Madori, Linda Madori, Linda Therapeutic thematic arts programming for older adults Therapeutic  arts programming for older adults 

Liebmann, Marian, 1942- Art therapy for groups : a handbook of themes and exercises 

Liebmann, Marian, 1942- Art therapy for groups : a handbook of themes, games, and exercises 

Liebmann, Marian, 1942- Art therapy with offenders 
Linesch, Debra Greenspoon, 1953- Adolescent art therapy 
Linesch, Debra Greenspoon, 1953- Art therapy with families in crisis : overcoming resistance through nonverbal 

expression 
Ludins-Katz, Florence Art & disabilities : the creative art center for people with disabilities ; philosophy, 

conceptualization, implementation 

Maclagan, David, 1940- Psychological aesthetics [electronic resource] : painting, feeling, and making sense 



Magniant, Rebecca C. Perry Art therapy with older adults : a sourcebook 
Malchiodi, Cathy A Breaking the silence : art therapy with children from violent homes 

Malchiodi, Cathy A Handbook of art therapy 
Malchiodi, Cathy A Medical art therapy with adults 
Malchiodi, Cathy A Medical art therapy with children 
Malchiodi, Cathy A The art therapy sourcebook 
Malchiodi, Cathy A Understanding children's drawings 
Martinovich, Judith, 1955- Creative expressive activities and Asperger's syndrome : social and emotional skills 

and positive life goals for adolescents and young adults 

McNeilly, Gerry, 1951- Group analytic art therapy [electronic resource] 
McNiff, Shaun Fundamentals of art therapy 
Milia, Diana Self-mutilation and art therapy : violent creation 
Moon, Bruce L Ethical issues in art therapy 
Moon, Bruce L Introduction to art therapy : faith in the product 
Moon, Bruce L The role of metaphor in art therapy : theory, method, and experience 

Moon, Catherine Hyland Studio art therapy [electronic resource] : cultivating the artist identity in the art 
therapist 

Moore, Rosanna W Art therapy in mental health 
Moschini, Lisa B Drawing the line [electronic resource] : art therapy with the difficult client 

Naitove, Connie E Arts therapy with sexually abused children 
NetLibrary, Inc Medical art therapy with children [electronic resource] 

New York, etc. Pergamon Press, etc. 1980- The Arts in psychotherapy 
Oster, Gerald D Using drawings in assessment and therapy : a guide for mental health professionals 

Plank, Emily S One woman's journey from anorexia to health [microform] : an exploration of the 
combined use of existential philosophy and art therapy 



Plummer, Deborah Using interactive imagework with children : walking on the magic mountain 

Proulx, Lucille, 1932- Strengthening emotional ties through parent-child-dyad art therapy [electronic 
resource] : interventions with infants and preschoolers 

Rabin, Mury Art therapy and eating disorders : the self as significant form 

Rees, Mair, 1960- Drawing on difference [electronic resource] : art therapy with people who have 
learning difficulties 

Riley, Shirley Contemporary art therapy with adolescents 
Robbins, Arthur, 1928- Expressive therapy : a creative arts approach to depth-oriented treatment 

Robbins, Arthur, 1928- The artist as therapist 
Rubin, Judith Aron Approaches to art therapy : theory and technique 
Rubin, Judith Aron Art therapy : an introduction 
Rubin, Judith Aron Artful therapy 
Rubin, Judith Aron Child art therapy : understanding and helping children grow through art 

Rubin, Judith Aron Child art therapy [electronic resource] : 25th anniversary edition 

Rubin, Judith Aron The art of art therapy 
Safran, Diane Stein Art therapy and AD/HD : diagnostic and therapeutic approaches 

Schiraldi, Glenn R.. 1947- The post-traumatic stress disorder sourcebook : a guide to healing, recovery, and 
growth 

Schnetz, Martina The healing flow [electronic resource] : artistic expression in therapy : creative arts 
and the process of healing : an image/word approach inquiry 

Schroder, Deborah, 1957- Little windows into art therapy [electronic resource] : small openings for beginning 
therapists 



Seftel, Laura, 1961- Grief unseen : healing pregnancy loss through the arts 

Silver, Rawley A Developing cognitive and creative skills through art : programs for children with 
communication disorders or learning disabilities 

Simmons, Linda L Interactive art therapy : "no talent required" projects 

Simon, R. M. (Rita M.), 1921- Self-healing through visual and verbal art therapy [electronic resource] 

Simon, R. M. (Rita M.), 1921- The symbolism of style : art as therapy 
Simonds, Susan L Bridging the silence : nonverbal modalities in the treatment of adult survivors of 

childhood sexual abuse 

Singer, Florence Structuring child behavior through visual art : a therapeutic, individualized art 
program to develop positive behavior attitudes in children 

Steward, Aron Art Therapy Intervention with "At-Risk" Adolescent Boys [microform] : Effects on 
Self-Image and Perceptions of Loss 

Strozier, Anne L Introduction to alternative and complementary therapies 

Ulman, Elinor Art therapy in the United States 
Ulman, Elinor Art therapy viewpoints 
Ulman, Elinor Art therapy; in theory and practice. Edited by Elinor Ulman and Penny Dachinger 

Wadeson, Harriet, 1931- The dynamics of art psychotherapy 
Wadeson, Harriet, 1931- Art psychotherapy 
Wadeson, Harriet, 1931- Art therapy practice : innovative approaches with diverse populations 

Waller, Diane Arts therapies and progressive illness : nameless dread 

Waller, Diane, 1943- Art therapy and cancer care [electronic resource] 



Waller, Diane, 1943- Treatment of addiction : current issues for arts therapies 

Warren, Bernie, 1953- Using the creative arts in therapy : a practical introduction 

Warren, Bernie, 1953- Using the creative arts in therapy and healthcare : a practical introduction 

Weisberg, Naida Creative arts with older adults : a sourcebook 
Weiss, Jules C Expressive therapy with elders and the disabled : touching the heart of life 

White, Lucy Mueller, 1944- Printmaking as therapy [electronic resource] : frameworks for freedom 

Wiener, Daniel J Beyond talk therapy : using movement and expressive techniques in clinical practice 

Williams, Geraldine H Developmental art therapy 
Worrall, Jay Arts in Corrections : a summary of Project Culture and a handbook for program 

implementation 

Video A guide to phototherapy : [videorecording] artistic methods 

Video Art therapy [videorecording] : the healing vision 
Video Art therapy/speech language therapy [videorecording] : an interdisciplinary 

approach 
Video Solution-oriented art therapy with children and adolescents [videorecording] 
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